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ABSTRACT

Lombok Regency is one of the zones with a high earthquake hazard potential in Indonesia. However, as an area located in that city, Dasan Beleq Hamlet, Gumantar village did not get any physical damage by the disaster in 2018. The customary system and local wisdom in building houses applied by the society supported their houses to have earthquake resistance. This study aimed to investigate the local wisdom portrayed in the Dasan Beleq traditional houses for earthquake mitigation purposes. This research was a descriptive qualitative study conducted from September to December 2020. The result showed that the local wisdom of the traditional houses was represented by their materials and construction techniques. Techniques for connecting ropes and pegs between poles, roof, poles, and floors were arranged using natural resources and settled semi-permanently based on some believed rules of building earthquake-resistant houses. The people also maintained the local wisdom and customary values by applying some special guidelines and rituals in the process of building their houses.
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A. INTRODUCTION

As one of the regions in Central Indonesia, Lombok had a high level of earthquake risk potential (Pradono, 2018), supported by the data from the National Earthquake Study Center Team, which recorded the disaster that occurred on July 29 to August 31, 2018. At that time, the earthquake with a magnitude of 6.9 SR happened three times, with 484 times aftershocks. The successive earthquakes were most likely caused by the same fault system activities, namely local faults outstretched along the north coast of Lombok Island (Karima et al., 2020).

Material and spiritual losses were obtained by society as the result of the tragedy. The National Disaster Management Agency documented physical damage data consisting of 83,392 housing units and 3,540 public and social facilities that could no longer be used (Nugroho, 2018). Furthermore, the disaster also caused hundreds of
deaths, thousands of injured victims, and refugees (Wismabrata, 2018).

The earthquake was a disaster caused by volcanic and tectonic activities affecting the earth's surface movement. The release of energy from the earth's core both volcanically and tectonically affected sudden and unavoidable actions (Husein, 2015; Nur, 2010). This condition required people to always be ready for disaster mitigation efforts for the sake of reducing the losses; one of the means was by building earthquake-resistance construction through considering the local wisdom.

Local wisdom could be understood as a view of life and knowledge as well as several life strategies portrayed in some activities carried out by local communities to answer many problems in fulfilling their daily needs (Dahliani et al., 2015; Marlina et al., 2020). (Hairumini et al., 2017) stated that local wisdom was an effort to reduce the impact of disasters since it came from the human ability to understand the environment to survive. The values of particular local wisdom became an attempt to establish a good relationship between nature and humans.

The local wisdom maintained by the society was considered to be one of the most effective disaster mitigation efforts. Local wisdom could be manifested as adaptive behavior to the environment for reducing disaster risk since it was gained from ancient people’s numerous experiences (Suparmini et al., 2014). Several studies had also proved that since the 1970s, local wisdom could increase society’s preparedness for facing natural disasters (Zulfadrim et al., 2018). That was also reinforced by the fact that some earthquake-prone areas in Indonesia which utilized their local wisdom could reduce the disaster risk.

Located in the Kayangan District, North Lombok regency, Gumantar village was inhabited by indigenous Sasak Tribe people. The community used the Dasan Beleq traditional house as a place to live. Based on data from the National Disaster Management Agency, Gumantar Village did not get any material damage after having an earthquake in 2018. The customary system and local wisdom implemented by the community in building houses braced their buildings to have earthquake resistance. This study intended to analyze the practice of earthquake mitigation based on local wisdom in the Dasan Beleq traditional houses.
B. MATERIALS AND METHODS

This research was a descriptive qualitative study. A qualitative study was a naturalistic inquiry carried out in natural conditions (Sugiyono, 2016). This study was a phenomenological approach that focuses on the conscious experience of indigenous peoples in building their houses.

Phenomenology was an approach started by Edmund Husserl and developed by Martin Heidegger to understand and study the experience of human life (Mac & Robinson, 2001). Phenomena that are the focus of phenomenology were assumed as a character of lived experience. Heidegger, dwelt on “phenomena” as what appears or shows up to us in our everyday activities (Bermudez et al., n.d.). The general focus of this approach was to examine the essence or structure of experience into human consciousness (Tuffour, 2017). Therefore, phenomenological approach is the most appropriate approach to find out local wisdom in the Dasan Beleq traditional house in earthquake mitigation efforts.

This research was conducted in Dasan Beleq Hamlet, Gumantar Village, Kayangan District, North Lombok Regency from September to December 2020. The map of the research location can be seen in the Figure 2. Data collection was carried out through interviews, observation and documentation. In-depth interviews were conducted with 6 selected informants which included 3 indigenous people, 1 traditional leader, hamlet head, and village head. Data was also collected through observation, and documentation containing information related to the Dasan Beleq traditional house and the lives of its people. Furthermore, the validity of the data was tested using triangulation techniques. This technique aims to compare data from various sources.

Data analysis was carried out through three stages, namely data reduction, data presentation, and drawing conclusions as shown in the Figure 1. Data reduction is done by collecting and simplifying data from interviews, observations, and documentation based on concepts and categories. Data presentation is done by compiling information about the traditional house of Dasan Beleq and the life of the people in the form of narrative text. The conclusions are drawn or verification of the data presented.
C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

General Description of the Dasan Beleq Community

Dusun Located in Gumantar Village, Kayangan District, East Lombok Regency, Dasan Beleq Hamlet was inhabited by indigenous Sasak tribe people. Based on the data attained from an interview with the hamlet head, the number of families staying in that area was around 100 in 2020. They lived in the Dasan Beleq traditional houses consisting...
of 30 buildings. They strongly maintained their customary values. Most of them were Muslims and worked as farmers.

For society, customary stakeholders played an important role in implementing the determined policies. The order of the customary stakeholders was based on their lineage, consisting of Kyai, Mangku, Pemekel, Raden, and Turun. Kyai (penghulu) was responsible for traditional religious rituals. Furthermore, Mangku (government holder) had control for rituals related to the earth/nature and its contents. Pemekel (prosecutor) had responsibility for regulating the application of customary law. Moreover, Raden was in control of performing circumcision in traditional rituals. Additionally, Turun (customary police) was in charge of investigating problems related to the implementation of the customary law.

The Dasan Beleq Traditional House as a Form of Earthquake Mitigation Based on Local Wisdom

The Dasan Beleq traditional building was a residential house for the indigenous Sasak tribe people. The construction was built within the fence in a 2-hectare area. In general, the house was not too high aimed to enable anyone entering the building with a slightly bent body position to respect the owner. They believed that a house had involvement in natural and non-natural processes. The house material and shape were made as a manifestation of people’s imagination by considering aesthetic, spirituality, and comfort and safety values for the residents (Alam et al., 2018).

For the Sasak tribe people, the house had a dual function, both for a shelter and a sacred place that should be preserved (Widisono, 2019). The people thought that inside their house remained the spirits of their ancestors who have died. Since the house functioned as a space for doing their daily activities, it had to be modified to meet their needs in demonstrating the prevailing attitudes, culture, and lifestyle (Dahliani et al., 2015). Therefore, the principle of building a Dasan Beleq traditional house was always attached to the customary rules applied in society.

The local wisdom strongly believed by the people of Dasan Beleq in making houses contained earthquake mitigation values. The building construction system was arranged based on the rules for earthquake-resistant houses as expressed by Triyadi et al., (2010) including 1) simple and symmetrical building plans, 2) regular and symmetrical arranged
insulating walls, 3) the wall that attached to another wall or column, 4) the roof construction using a light material, and the roof truss firmly attached to the wall or column which functioned as a pedestal, 5) the foundation located on solid and flat ground, 6) the presence of connected columns or pillars (using binders), 7) connected beams and poles, 8) the reinforcement at the junctions of poles (columns) and beam rings, and 9) the presence of hooks/anchors between walls and posts.

Based on those principles, it could be seen that the people of Dasan Beleq Hamlet always paid attention to house construction techniques since their environmental condition was prone to earthquakes. Apart from the construction, the building materials also had an important role for earthquake mitigation purposes by the use of natural and environmentally friendly resources. In the architectural and cultural concept of traditional houses in Indonesia, engineering construction structures (connection and pedestal systems) with the exploration of local materials like stone, wood, and bamboo was seen as a human adaptation to nature (Ibrahim, 2011; Rapoport, 1969). Specifically, the role of building materials and shapes in the Dasan Beleq traditional house as earthquake mitigation can be seen in the table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of building shape</th>
<th>Building material</th>
<th>Disaster mitigation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pole</td>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>The main foundation wood which is carved and equipped with supporting stones and the pile of palm fibers between the parts gives the building strength when there is vibration on the ground.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ropes between poles and pegs</td>
<td>Rope and bamboo</td>
<td>Between the parts of the house put together using rope and bamboo as a peg (substitute for nails). This technique makes the house flexible between parts so that it is able to follow the ground motion when an earthquake occurs. Each part of the building supports each other and withstands shaking when an earthquake occurs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roof</td>
<td>Alang-alang leaves</td>
<td>The alang-alang leaf material which is light in nature and its distinctive preparation technique make the roof of the house not easily collapse when an earthquake occurs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Floor material that comes from a mixture of soil and stone has a strength that makes the floor less likely to crack when there is vibration in the ground.

Based on the table above, it can be seen that the local wisdom of the Dasan Beleq traditional house for earthquake mitigation was revealed by the materials and manufacturing techniques. The use of wood and bamboo was in line with the recommendation for using environmentally friendly materials for the reason that they were renewable (Arief & Subadyo, 2017). Each part of the house also had a vital role for earthquake shock resistance purposes. The utilization of wood and alang-alang for the roof made the buildings light. When the earthquake occurred, the buildings would only shake and did not collapse (Triyadi et al., 2010).

Moreover, six wooden supported poles had an imperative role in earthquake mitigation. Wood was known for withstanding compression/strains when a shock occurred (Maknun et al., 2016). At each bottom of the pillar, stones were put to separate the building from the ground as seen in figure 3a. Besides strengthening the building, the stone also reduced vibrations during the earthquake (Maknun et al., 2016). A layer of fibers between stones and pillars as seen in Figure 3b was used to increase the strength of traditional houses in resisting the earthquake shocks. This technique was believed by the people of Dasan Beleq as a hereditary legacy given by their ancestors.

Pegs and ropes between poles functioned as a substitute for nails strengthening each connection as shown in Figure 3c. Earthquake forces which usually caused a building to slide did not have a bad impact on buildings with good bonded foundation. This technique protected the foundation's power to withstand its position against any shifting of constructions during an earthquake (Hairumini et al., 2017). The cavity also allowed the connection to be flexible and moved according to earthquake waves (Syamsuri & Sufianto, 2020). Furthermore, utilizing bamboo as a material for pegs and ropes between poles fortified the building construction. As a light material with fibrous morphology, hollow shape, and strong appeal, bamboo was the perfect material for buildings in earthquake-prone areas (Baghel & Thakkar, 2017).

The strength of the Dasan Beleq traditional house was also supported by materials used on the floor. The mixture
of soil and rock was proven to have a capacity for vibration resistance so that it did not crack during the earthquake. Based on the material, the floors could last for 2-3 years (Komalasari et al., 2020). Besides vibration resistance, the people deliberately used natural materials on the floors to maintain the customary values believed by the community.

Figure 3. a) Floor, b) Pole, c) Roof
Source: researcher documentation December 2020
Aside from using particular materials for building their houses, the people of Dasan Beleq Hamlet also preserved local wisdom reflected by applying customary values in certain rules and rituals, carried out in the process of building the house. For society, local wisdom was a legacy from generation to generation that should be preserved. They believed that customary, religious, and cultural values were systems that go hand in hand (Wahyudin, 2018). The awareness for maintaining the local wisdom grew without any coercion as the people’s appreciation for the environment where they lived. The society’s compliance to the customary law and local wisdom was considered a significant cause for the perseverance of the Dasan Beleq traditional house for disaster mitigation efforts (Sabrina & Prayitno, 2010). Some types of local wisdom represented in the Dasan Beleq traditional house construction system could be seen in the table 2 below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local wisdom</th>
<th>Implementation in the traditional community of Dusun Beleq</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Types of traditional house buildings</td>
<td>There are five types of traditional houses (Bale) which are differentiated according to their function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rituals before house construction</td>
<td>Implementation of <em>Diwasa</em>, namely the ritual of looking for a good day to start the process of building a traditional house in Dasan Baleq Hamlet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ritual of selecting traditional house materials</td>
<td>Purify traditional house building materials that come from nature. Purification is carried out by praying together, reading yasin and tahlil, and other traditional religious rituals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection of the location for the construction of a traditional house</td>
<td>The customary elders will lead and determine the best location to build a traditional house. The purpose of this ritual is to place the traditional house in the right place so that it does not present a danger to its occupants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prohibition of building houses back to back</td>
<td>The indigenous people of Dasan Beleq are prohibited from building houses with their back to back. These rules are established so that each community respects and appreciates each other.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prohibition of lighting large fires during the dry season</td>
<td>People are not allowed to light big fires during the dry season to avoid fires. This is because the house building materials made of nature are prone to burning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not use electricity</td>
<td>The people of Dasan Beleq Hamlet maintain local wisdom by not using electricity in their lives.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on table 2, it can be seen that in building their houses, the people of Dasan Beleq Hamlet always paid attention to the determined customary rules and values. Based on its function, the house had five different types, namely Sambi, Berugak, Traditional Kitchen, Bale Sembeq, and Penggalan. Sambi functioned as a storage area for food (rice). Berugak served as a place for a casual gathering with fellow citizens. Additionally, the traditional kitchen was used specifically for cooking during traditional events. In traditional kitchens, to maintain the sanctity of the food, women allowed to cook were those who had not yet gotten menstruation and had been menopause. Moreover, Bale Sembeq worked as a place to perform sembeq. Sembeq was part of traditional activities for giving signs/symbols using betel nuts on someone's forehead. In addition, Penggalan was used to carry out some customary activities. This building had a lower size than others.

The use of natural building materials required the society to uphold customary values in the process of taking the resources. For the indigenous Sasak tribe people, the process of building a residence should always consider the natural, cultural and religious elements (Sukawi & Zulfikri, 2010). Before the house building process began, the community always performed several significant rituals with the aim that the house provided safety and comfort for its residents. The customary ritual started with selecting the house location by the customary leader, choosing the best time or day to build the house, and washing the natural building materials. The form of the Dasan Beleq traditional house can be seen in Figure 4a.
Besides carrying out some traditional rituals before building a house, the people of Dasan Beleq Hamlet also adhered to a belief not to build houses with back-to-back positions. The position of the Dasan Beleq traditional house can be seen in the Figure 4b. This certainty was aimed for mutual respect between the fellow communities. In the dry season, people were prohibited from making a too big fire since it was a source of disaster and calamities, regarding all materials for building the house were flammable. The community's commitment to preserving local wisdom was also realized in the absence of electricity in their environment. This proved that the people of Dasan Beleq Hamlet considered their local wisdom and customary values should be commonly applied as hereditary. The use of natural materials and techniques by considering the local wisdom was evidenced as a good earthquake mitigation effort.
D. CONCLUSIONS

The form of earthquake mitigation based on local wisdom in the Dasan Beleq traditional house was represented by the materials and construction techniques used. Each part of the house had a central role in resisting earthquake shocks. Connection techniques for ropes and pegs between posts, roof, poles, and floors were made using natural materials and arranged according to the believed rules for building earthquake-resistant houses.

Besides the construction techniques and materials used, the people always maintained the local wisdom and customary values reflected by implementing some rituals and beliefs including building particular types of traditional houses, applying rituals for choosing a good day (diwasa), selecting and purifying materials, selecting construction sites, prohibiting the buildings with back to back position, prohibiting for making large fires in the dry season, as well having a prohibition on the use of electricity. Local wisdom that reflected through the rituals and beliefs of the community has a unique value and strength in earthquake disaster mitigation efforts. This is what distinguishes the role of the Dasan Beleq traditional house as an earthquake mitigation effort from several previous studies that only focus on materials and techniques for building earthquake-resistant houses.

Local wisdom which is reflected through the rituals and beliefs of the community has a unique value and strength in earthquake disaster mitigation efforts. This is what distinguishes the role of the Dasan Beleq traditional house as an earthquake mitigation effort from several previous studies that only focus on materials and techniques for building earthquake-resistant houses.
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